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tension. In this case, ascites and esophageal varices can occur. It is rare
that a sarcoidosis patient will require a liver transplant, because even the
patient with cirrhosis due to sarcoidosis can respond to systemic therapy. On a cautionary note, patients with both sarcoidosis and hepatitis
C should avoid therapy with interferon a because of its association with
the development or worsening of granulomatous disease.

PART 15

BONE MARROW AND SPLEEN
One or more bone marrow manifestations can be identified in many
sarcoidosis patients. The most common hematologic problem is lymphopenia, which is a reflection of sequestration of the lymphocytes
into the areas of inflammation. Anemia occurs in 20% of patients,
and leukopenia is less common. Bone marrow examination will reveal
granulomas in about a third of patients. Although splenomegaly can
be detected in 5–10% of patients, splenic biopsy reveals granulomas in
60% of patients. The CT scan can be relatively specific for sarcoidosis
involvement of the spleen (Fig. 390-6). Both bone marrow and spleen
involvement are more common in African Americans than whites.
Although these manifestations alone are rarely an indication for
therapy, on rare occasion, splenectomy may be indicated for massive
symptomatic splenomegaly or profound pancytopenia. Nonthoracic
lymphadenopathy can occur in up to 20% of patients.

Immune-Mediated, Inflammatory, and Rheumatologic Disorders

CALCIUM METABOLISM
Hypercalcemia and/or hypercalciuria occurs in about 10% of sarcoidosis patients. It is more common in whites than African Americans
and in men. The mechanism of abnormal calcium metabolism is
increased production of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D by the granuloma itself. The 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D causes increased intestinal
absorption of calcium, leading to hypercalcemia with a suppressed
parathyroid hormone (PTH) level (Chap. 424). Increased exogenous
vitamin D from diet or sunlight exposure may exacerbate this problem.
Serum calcium should be determined as part of the initial evaluation of
all sarcoidosis patients, and a repeat determination may be useful during the summer months with increased sun exposure. In patients with
a history of renal calculi, a 24-h urine calcium measurement should be
obtained. If a sarcoidosis patient with a history of renal calculi is to be
placed on calcium supplements, a follow-up 24-h urine calcium level
should be measured.
RENAL DISEASE
Direct kidney involvement occurs in <5% of sarcoidosis patients. It is
associated with granulomas in the kidney itself and can lead to nephritis.

Figure 390-6 Computed tomography scan of the abdomen after
oral and intravenous contrast. The stomach is compressed by the
enlarged spleen. Within the spleen, areas of hypo- and hyperdensity
are identified.
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However, hypercalcemia is the most likely cause of sarcoidosisassociated renal disease. In 1–2% of sarcoidosis patients, acute renal
failure may develop as a result of hypercalcemia. Successful treatment of hypercalcemia with glucocorticoids and other therapies often
improves but usually does not totally resolve the renal dysfunction.
NERVOUS SYSTEM
Neurologic disease is reported in 5–10% of sarcoidosis patients and
appears to be of equal frequency across all ethnic groups. Any part of
the central or peripheral nervous system can be affected. The presence
of granulomatous inflammation is often visible on magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) studies. The MRI with gadolinium enhancement may
demonstrate space-occupying lesions, but the MRI can be negative due
to small lesions or the effect of systemic therapy in reducing the inflammation. The cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) findings include lymphocytic
meningitis with a mild increase in protein. The CSF glucose is usually
normal but can be low. Certain areas of the nervous system are more
commonly affected in neurosarcoidosis. These include cranial nerve
involvement, basilar meningitis, myelopathy, and anterior hypothalamic disease with associated diabetes insipidus (Chap. 404). Seizures
and cognitive changes also occur. Of the cranial nerves, seventh nerve
paralysis can be transient and mistaken for Bell’s palsy (idiopathic
seventh nerve paralysis). Because this form of neurosarcoidosis often
resolves within weeks and may not recur, it may have occurred prior
to a definitive diagnosis of sarcoidosis. Optic neuritis is another cranial
nerve manifestation of sarcoidosis. This manifestation is more chronic
and usually requires long-term systemic therapy. It can be associated with both anterior and posterior uveitis. Differentiating between
neurosarcoidosis and multiple sclerosis can be difficult at times. Optic
neuritis can occur in both diseases. In some patients with sarcoidosis, multiple enhancing white matter abnormalities may be detected
by MRI, suggesting multiple sclerosis. In such cases, the presence
of meningeal enhancement or hypothalamic involvement suggests
neurosarcoidosis, as does evidence of extraneurologic disease such
as pulmonary or skin involvement, which also suggests sarcoidosis.
Because the response of neurosarcoidosis to glucocorticoids and cytotoxic therapy is different from that of multiple sclerosis, differentiating
between these disease entities is important.
CARDIAC
The presence of cardiac involvement is influenced by race. Although
over a quarter of Japanese sarcoidosis patients develop cardiac disease, only 5% of sarcoidosis patients in the United States and Europe
develop symptomatic cardiac disease. However, there is no apparent
racial predilection between whites and African Americans. Cardiac
disease, which usually presents as either congestive heart failure or cardiac arrhythmias, results from infiltration of the heart muscle by granulomas. Diffuse granulomatous involvement of the heart muscle can
lead to profound dysfunction with left ventricular ejection fractions
below 10%. Even in this situation, improvement in the ejection fraction can occur with systemic therapy. Arrhythmias can also occur with
diffuse infiltration or with more patchy cardiac involvement. If the
atrioventricular (AV) node is infiltrated, heart block can occur, which
can be detected by routine electrocardiography. Ventricular arrhythmias and sudden death due to ventricular tachycardia are common
causes of death. Arrhythmias are best detected using 24-h ambulatory
monitoring, and electrophysiology studies may be negative. Other
screening tests for cardiac disease include routine electrocardiography
and echocardiography. The confirmation of cardiac sarcoidosis is
usually performed with either MRI or positron emission tomography
(PET) scanning. Because ventricular arrhythmias are usually multifocal due to patchy multiple granulomas in the heart, ablation therapy
is not useful. Patients with significant ventricular arrhythmias should
be considered for an implanted defibrillator, which appears to have
reduced the rate of death in cardiac sarcoidosis. Although systemic
therapy can be useful in treating the arrhythmias, patients may still
have malignant arrhythmias up to 6 months after starting successful
treatment, and the risk for recurrent arrhythmias occurs whenever
medications are tapered.
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